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U.S. weighs strikes
as Iraq rebels gain
ERBIL, IRAQ

Humanitarian crisis seen
for refugees trapped on
barren mountaintop
BY ALISSA J. RUBIN, TIM ARANGO
AND HELENE COOPER

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Fighters from the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria, or ISIS, took control of a checkpoint that used to be patrolled by Kurdish forces outside Erbil in northern Iraq on Thursday.

Moscow bans food imports from West
MOSCOW

Impact may be limited
and could hurt Russia as
much as Europe’s farms
BY NEIL MACFARQUHAR
AND ALISON SMALE

Russia on Thursday retaliated for Western sanctions against Moscow, announcing that it was banning the import of a

wide range of food and agricultural
products from Europe and the United
States, among others, raising the level
of confrontation over Ukraine with measures that seemed likely to have an impact on Russian consumers at least as
great as on European farming.
Prime Minister Dmitri A. Medvedev
announced that Russia would ban all
beef, pork, fruit, vegetables and dairy
products from the European Union, the
United States, Canada, Australia and
Norway for one year.
‘‘We hoped until the very last that our

foreign colleagues would realize that
sanctions are a dead end and that
nobody needs them,’’ Mr. Medvedev
said. ‘‘Things have turned out in such a
way that we have to implement retaliatory measures.’’
Russia is still considering various
measures involving aviation, including
a ban on flights over Siberia, which
SHELLS HIT DENTAL SCHOOL IN UKRAINE

A patient’s death highlighted the high
risk of collateral damage and civilian
casualties as fighting intensified. PAGE 4

would affect routes used by European
and American airlines that fly to Asia,
he told a cabinet meeting broadcast live
on state-run satellite news channels.
But while Russians rich enough to savor fine European food at home may
lament — at least in private — their
gradual disappearance from shelves
after Thursday’s announcement, officials in Europe, at least in initial reaction, suggested that the effect of the ban
on the Continent’s farmers and food
producers was likely to be limited.

RUSSIA, PAGE 4

Migrants who make it to Greece
are soon desperate to flee again
PATRAS, GREECE

BY SUZANNE DALEY

LYNSEY ADDARIO FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Restrained by handcuffs in a detention camp at the western Greek port of Patras, a Sudanese migrant named Mohammed Adams said he often tried to reach Italy from Greece.
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Italy answers setback with resolve
Prime Minister Matteo Renzi vowed to
use news that Italy had again slipped
into recession as an opportunity to
push through an array of overhaul
measures. WORLD NEWS, 3

On a recent morning, the young men
began to drift back to the abandoned
furniture factory, returning from the
beach, the roofs of nearby construction
sites and other hiding places where they
had been sleeping.
Amid rotting timbers and piles of
garbage, one man from Afghanistan did
his laundry; another shaved using cold
water from a fraying hose. The mood
was bleak.
The police had raided at dawn, rounding up more than 30 of their friends,
many of them just teenagers.

E.C.B. is warily watching Ukraine

Final arguments in Pistorius trial
Both sides in the murder trial of the
double-amputee athlete are
summarizing their cases before
handing over the case to the presiding
judge. nytimes.com/world

Factoring happiness into smoking

Economists and public health experts
contend that the United States
government has overestimated the loss
of pleasure that smokers suffer when
they kick the habit. BUSINESS, 14
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While maintaining pressure on Vladimir
V. Putin, the West also needs to get
serious about strengthening Ukraine,
Michael A. McFaul writes. OPINION, 8
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California fights pot plants’ thirst

Amid crippling drought, many
communities are battling not the
cultivation of marijuana plants but the
growers’ use of water. nytimes.com/us

Gaza’s industries lie in ashes

To beat Putin, support Ukraine

GREECE, PAGE 3
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The president of the European Central
Bank said Thursday that the Ukraine
crisis posed a risk to the eurozone
economy, but that the impact was not
yet severe enough to warrant a shift in
monetary policy. BUSINESS, 14

Business leaders in the Gaza Strip said
175 of its most successful industrial
plants had taken devastating hits from
Israel, plunging a despairing economy
into a deeper abyss. WORLD NEWS, 5

The men ended up here because
Greece, through its border with Turkey,
is easier for unauthorized immigrants to
reach than most of the rest of Western
Europe. But after a long and often dangerous trip, they found themselves not in
the land of opportunity they had envisioned, but in a country struggling to take
care of its own people and increasingly
hostile toward the waves of immigrants
arriving from Afghanistan, Iran, Sudan
and other ravaged or repressed places.
For the migrants, the result has been
a mix of disillusionment and despair
and, for some, a determination to take
on yet another risky and surreptitious
journey. Each day, the men squatting in

N.C.A.A. conferences gain power

MARK PETERS/ECCC, VIA REUTERS

The five richest sports conferences will
be allowed to make their own rules on
issues affecting athletes and
competition. nytimes.com/sports

Life terms for Khmer Rouge leaders

Revisiting prostate screening

Khieu Samphan, top, and Nuon Chea,
two senior leaders of the Khmer Rouge,
which brutalized Cambodia in the 1970s,
were convicted of crimes against
humanity on Thursday. WORLD NEWS, 6

A European study found that tests for
prostate cancer save lives, but it is
unclear whether the benefit would
offset harm from unnecessary
treatment. well.blogs.nytimes.com
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Sunni militants appeared on Thursday
to have captured the Mosul dam, the
largest in Iraq, as their advances in the
country’s north created a wave of
refugees that left the Obama administration weighing whether to use airstrikes or airdrops of food to address a
growing humanitarian crisis.
As the militants’ advance set off fearful rumors in Erbil, the Kurdish regional
capital, as many as 40,000 people from
religious minorities in Iraq have been
left stranded, dying of heat and thirst on
a mountaintop, after fleeing death
threats from the militant group, the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria, or ISIS.
President Obama, who was meeting
with his national security team at the
White House on Thursday, was considering a series of options ranging from
dropping humanitarian supplies on
Mount Sinjar to military strikes on the
fighters from ISIS now at the base of the
mountain, a senior administration official said.
‘‘There could be a humanitarian catastrophe there,’’ a second administration official said, adding that a decision
from Mr. Obama was expected ‘‘imminently — this could be a fast-moving
train.’’
Residents near the Mosul dam and officials in the region confirmed that the
Islamic State in Iraq and Syria, or ISIS,
held the dam, a potentially catastrophic
development for Iraq’s civilian population.
The dam, which sits on the Tigris
River and is about 30 miles northwest of
the city of Mosul, provides electricity to
Mosul and controls the water supply for
a large amount of territory. A report
published in 2007 by the United States
government, which had been involved
with work on the dam, warned that
should it fail, a 65-foot wave of water
could be unleashed across areas of
northern Iraq.
Atheel al-Nujaifi, the governor of

Nineveh Province, whose capital is Mosul, said in a telephone interview from
northern Iraq, where he has fled, that
ISIS had secured the dam after what he
called an ‘‘organized retreat’’ of the
Kurdish military forces, or pesh merga.
ISIS seized Mosul, which is Iraq’s
second-largest city, on June 10, and
began its latest offensive this week. In a
statement issued on a social media account believed to belong to the group, it
claimed that it had captured the dam
and vowed to continue its offensive
northward as it consolidates control and
continues to realize its goal of establishing an Islamic caliphate that bridges the
borders of Syria and Iraq.
‘‘Our Islamic State forces are still
fighting in all directions and we will not
step down until the project of the caliphate is established, with the will of
God,’’ the statement said.
ISIS continued on Thursday to battle
pesh merga forces for control of towns
east of Mosul, in the direction of Erbil,
and civilians flocked to the Erbil airport
and the Iraqi Airways office in a futile
attempt to get tickets to Baghdad.
Early Thursday, forces from the
Kurdish pesh merga left checkpoints
guarding several largely Christian set-
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Find the latest coverage of the situation
in Iraq as Sunni militants continue their
advance in the north. nytimes.com

Arrest of American journalist
points to power struggle in Iran
TEHRAN

BY THOMAS ERDBRINK

Jason Rezaian knew he was being
watched. A man on a motorcycle had
been following him and his wife for
weeks, his colleagues said. The tail was
so blatant that Mr. Rezaian, the Washington Post correspondent in Tehran,
had even managed to take a picture of
the license plate.
Like many foreign journalists accredited by the Iranian authorities, Mr.
Rezaian had grown painfully accustomed to being under constant suspicion.
Opponents of Iran’s leaders accuse correspondents of soft-pedaling to avoid be-

ing expelled, while conservatives inside
Iran often call them spies. Some hardliners even say they should be executed.
‘‘It’s like walking a tightrope,’’ Mr.
Rezaian, 38, said in June. ‘‘When you fall
down, it is over.’’
Then on July 22, plainclothes men
waving an arrest warrant signed by
Iran’s judiciary forced their way into
Mr. Rezaian’s apartment, taking away
him and his wife, Yeganeh Salehi, a journalist for a newspaper in the United
Arab Emirates, to an unknown location.
Aside from one phone call from Ms.
Salehi telling her parents that she was
at ‘‘a party,’’ they have not been heard
from since.
IRAN, PAGE 5
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art film

ADRIANA RAMIC

At left, Hans Ulrich
Obrist, left, and Simon Castets, the
founders of 89plus.
Above, Adriana
Ramic’s work
‘‘The Return Trip
Is Never the Same:
Nobody Messages
From Nautilus.’’
And at right, one
of Bogosi
Sekhukhuni’s chatbot avatars.

BOGOSI SEKHUKHUNI

INEZ AND VINOODH/TRUNK ARCHIVE

Technology driving young art
PARIS

The 89plus project,
funded partly by Google,
connects artists under 25
BY RACHEL DONADIO

When he was 18, the South African artist
Bogosi Sekhukhuni sought out his father, whom he had never met, on Facebook. It didn’t go well. They had a terse
and awkward online chat. Later, his father blocked him from contacting him
on the site. Now 23, Mr. Sekhukhuni is
using the experience for a new project:
designing robot-generated imagined
conversations between fathers and
sons, akin to an interactive video game.
‘‘I want to make a kind of ‘absent father bot,’’’ Mr. Sekhukhuni said in an interview, referring to the avatars used in
interactive online communications. ‘‘If
you don’t have a father, you can talk to
the bot.’’
Mr. Sekhukhuni’s tongue-in-cheek
way of using the Internet to highlight
how our online life shapes our identities
caught the attention of the European
curators Hans Ulrich Obrist and Simon
Castets, who have included him in a
project they started last year, called

89plus, that seeks to foster and bring together artists born in, or after, 1989: the
year of the fall of the Berlin Wall, the
Tiananmen Square uprising and the
emergence of the World Wide Web.
So far, more than 5,000 artists have responded to the open call for submissions, the curators say, and several hundred have participated in workshops
organized by them. Many make work
that self-consciously uses technology to
investigate online media’s effect on our
lives. In an era in which artists’ reputations are made with Instagram and YouTube pages, as much as with gallery
shows, 89plus is a window into the preoccupations of this generation. The curators see the project as open-ended and
they are continually adding artists.
‘‘There’s no specific goal,’’ said Mr.
Castets, 30, the director of the Swiss Institute in New York.
‘‘They’re all artists at the beginning
of their trajectory,’’ added Mr. Obrist, 46,
the co-director of the Serpentine Gallery in London, who is highly regarded
for his ability to spot new talent.
Mr. Obrist and Mr. Castets were inspired to start the project after reading
that the video artist Ryan Trecartin, 33,
often called the godfather of the ‘‘YouTube generation’’ in art, said he couldn’t
wait to see the work made by people
born in the 1990s. The curators an-

nounced the project at a conference in
Munich in January 2013.
The Luma Foundation, founded by the
Swiss philanthropist Maja Hoffmann,
hosted the program’s largest event, a poetry workshop and exhibition in Zurich,
and Google funds a two-and-a-halfmonth residency at its cultural institute
in Paris. Mr. Obrist and Mr. Castets have
also held workshops with 89plus artists
at the Serpentine Gallery, the Park Avenue Armory in New York and the
Museo Jumex in Mexico City, among
other organizations, each of which lends
support for those events. Next June, the
Moderna Museet in Stockholm will host
an 89plus poetry workshop.
The curators insist that 89plus doesn’t
seek to define a generation. ‘‘There’s no
one-sentence capsule for more than half
of the world’s population,’’ Mr. Castets
said. But they have identified a few patterns: exploration of the blurred line between virtual and actual lives; a focus on
politics and environmental damage; the
use of computer technology in making
works; the merging of different genres,
like performance art, film and sculpture.
‘‘There’s a fluidity,’’ Mr. Obrist said of
the 89plus artists. Many work ‘‘in between at least two or three parallel realities,’’ he added.
Indeed, the 89plus artists tend to be so
far ahead of the curve that it’s hard to

know where exactly the curve is. Mr.
Sekhukhuni, who is designing his ‘‘chat
bots’’ as part of the residency at the
Google institute here, had originally
wanted to map his entire genome, but
that turned out to be too expensive.
He started studying art in his native
Johannesburg, but quickly began doing
performances and making videos posted on Vimeo instead, since the audience he hoped to reach — young South
Africans — didn’t frequent galleries.
‘‘These are the people that I really want

The 89plus artists tend to
be so far ahead of the curve
that it’s hard to know where
exactly the curve is.
to talk to, but they don’t really engage in
this world,’’ Mr. Sekhukhuni said.
In one video, he makes a hypnotic
loop of an exchange in which PJ
Powers, a white South African musician who became popular in the ‘‘Rainbow Nation’’ days of the 1990s, tells a
perplexed black interviewer, ‘‘You’re a
poster boy for what South Africa could
be.’’ Mr. Sekhukhuni said the work was
a way of exploring the ‘‘underhanded’’
compliments of white South Africans.
This fall, he will have his first solo exhi-

bition at a gallery in Cape Town.
Other 89plus artists also have a political slant to their work. Yollotl Gómez Alvarado, 24, of Mexico made whimsical
concrete sculptures inspired by a program during the 1990s when the Mexican
government gave citizens a bag of concrete, encouraging them to do household
improvements, but, in his view, the bag
was so small as to be almost useless.
‘‘There was this idea of solidarity
from the government, so I was thinking
of how to make constructions with this
material but not in a logical way,’’ Mr.
Alvarado said.
This spring, another 89plus artist, the
American Adriana Ramic, 25, mapped
the seemingly random paths taken by
insects and traced them on a swipe keyboard (which doesn’t have keys but responds to touch). She took the nonsense
words they generated and put them
through Google Translate into 80 languages — producing a work that explores randomness and order, nature
and technology.
The larger art world has taken notice
of 89plus. Stuart Comer, the chief curator of media and performance art at the
Museum of Modern Art, sees the participants in the context of ‘‘the obsolescence of 20th-century technology,’’ he
said. ‘‘Now you have a generation that
has emerged in the context of the Inter-

Channeling Shakespeare, in a bohemian Buenos Aires
Matías Piñeiro’s twist
on ‘Labour’s Lost’ opens
at Locarno Film Festival
BY NICOLAS RAPOLD

From left, Agustina Muñoz, Laura Paredes and Romina Paula in ‘‘The Princess of France.’’

There are a number of ways in which a
young filmmaker might make a splash
with a new movie — sex, violence, mumbling. Adapting Elizabethan-era drama,
however, does not usually rank high on
the list. But, for a number of years,
Shakespeare’s comedies have been the
prime obsession of the 32-year-old Argentine filmmaker Matías Piñeiro.
On Thursday, Mr. Piñeiro’s latest feature, ‘‘The Princess of France,’’ was set
to open the Concorso Internazionale at
the 67th Locarno Film Festival in the
Italian-speaking part of Switzerland,
which runs through Aug. 16. Founded in
1946 with a slate including Roberto Rossellini’s ‘‘Rome, Open City,’’ the lakeside

event is one of the oldest film festivals in
Europe after Cannes and Venice. Under
the artistic director Carlo Chatrian, and
before him Olivier Père, its programming has become a vital home for innovative cinema, with this year’s filmmakers including Pedro Costa, Lav Diaz
and Jean-Marie Straub.
Like Mr. Piñeiro’s previous two films
‘‘Rosalinda’’ and ‘‘Viola,’’ which reworked ‘‘As You Like It’’ and ‘‘Twelfth
Night,’’ respectively, ‘‘The Princess of
France’’ borrows from Shakespeare.
(All of the films are in Spanish.)
The story focuses on a young man
(Julián Larquier Tellarini) who is assembling a radio play based on ‘‘Love’s
Labour’s Lost’’ while challenges simultaneously pile up in his own love life.
The film is set in Mr. Piñeiro’s familiar
milieu of young, restless, Bohemian,
middle-class Argentine men and women in and around a Buenos Aires preoccupied with artistic and romantic pursuits. They chattily and drolly circle one

another around town (and on stage).
In describing Mr. Piñeiro’s work, as
part of a feature last fall on 20 young directors to watch, the New York Times
film critic A.O. Scott wrote, ‘‘the strivings of the young are filtered through a
lively literary sensibility and a precise
and elegant visual style.’’ This style, at
once contemporary and classical in its
light-footed approach, is reflected in his
latest work too.
The basic motif, according to Mr.
Piñeiro, has to do with enjoying how
people talk. ‘‘Talking in a nonnaturalistic way, taking words with a certain
density, and playing with them as if they
were clay,’’ he said, speaking in English
over lunch recently in New York, in a
conversation that ranged in reference
points from ‘‘King Lear’’ to ‘‘Showgirls.’’
Mr. Piñeiro began his career studying
filmmaking at the Universidad del Cine
in Buenos Aires. He thought at first
about entering film criticism (and earli-

net and digital life. They’re wired differently than previous generations.’’
A main feature of the project are the
short workshops or residencies that Mr.
Obrist and Mr. Castets have organized,
which aim to bring the artists together to
share ideas, not unlike TED talks. Amit
Sood, the director of the Google institute
in Paris, said the company started hosting the residency because ‘‘we need to
understand what future generations of
artists are doing with technology.’’
For now, the complete catalog of
artists who have submitted work to the
89plus project is kept private by Mr.
Castets and Mr. Obrist, but participants
in workshops and residencies are listed
on the 89plus website. The curators review submissions daily. Mr. Obrist said
they would eventually like to create a
public database when they have the
technical resources.
‘‘For the moment, it’s our way of doing research as curators in the 21st century,’’ Mr. Obrist said.
Mr. Obrist said he and Mr. Castets hope
to keep tracking the artists for the next 10
or even 20 years. ‘‘It’s not about youth,’’
Mr. Castets said. ‘‘It’s about artists who
happen to be young at this time.’’
ONLINE: INTERNATIONAL ARTS GUIDE

A weekly slide show of 10 top culture
events worldwide. nytimes.com/artsbeat

er still, studying mathematics), but he
enjoyed shooting films for class. After
further studies in literature, he made his
first feature, ‘‘The Stolen Man,’’ in 2007,
which showed at a selection of festivals
worldwide.
Mr. Piñeiro, who now lives in New
York but returns regularly to Buenos
Aires, has supported himself recently
through teaching Spanish and a writing
scholarship at New York University, and
before that he had a fellowship at the
Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study.
Financing his films has involved what he
calls a ‘‘Frankenstein’’ mix of independent funding, earnings from ‘‘Viola,’’
work-in-progress grants and equipment
often provided by his Buenos Aires film
school. For ‘‘Rosalinda,’’ he even had logistical help from his mother, a midwife,
who moonlighted as a driver and producer and received a screen credit.
The premiere of ‘‘The Princess of
France’’ at Locarno comes a year after
LOCARNO, PAGE 11

